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CodeNOW for...

Enterprises
CodeNOW for Enterprises.


Startups / SMBs
CodeNOW for Startups or small to medium businesses.


Partnership Program
Boost your own business with CodeNOW partnersihp.


Software house
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Digital Agencies
CodeNOW for digital agency or technology partner.
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CodeNow for...

Enterprises
CodeNOW is 100% enterprise proven. Minimize the sunk costs and manage a variety of teams effectively.


Startups / SMB
Learn how to build your next big thing and deliver your app instantly.


Partnership program
Boost your own business through CodeNOW partnership.


Product

The Platform Overview
The CodeNOW platform


Product Videos
CodeNOW introduction


Roadmap
CodeNOW roadmap & features


Technologies
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But did you know, that
CodeNOW saves on average 20% of software delivery costs and 70% of DevOps spending?

[image: ]Arcitecture
CodeNOW enables your whole organization to develop for the cloud from day 1 and ncreases development effectiveness by removing the infrastructure waiting times. CodeNOW acts as an intermediary between your infrastructure and your development teams and is fully aligned with DDD patterns.

[image: ]Deployment
CodeNOW let's you deploy your whole application stack on a click - and as the whole CI/CD pipeline is followed, your own code checks are passed and your whole application gets deployed on Kubernetes pods automatically. 

[image: ]High accessibility
Minimize spending on infrastructure tooling, have options in OPEXes, total insight into runcosts and avoid long-term vendor lock-in with CodeNow.

[image: ]Security
Instead on creating your own in-house delivery platform which will be ultimately tossed out, become a CodeNOW guru and share the cloud-native best practices across your organization with ease.

[image: ]Scalability
With CodeNOW you manage remote teams effectively. You can also focus on business logic completely, and omit the technological issues. CodeNOW provides full self-service in DevOps cycle.

[image: ]Collaboration
Prototype first. Deliver fast. Have functional enterprise-grade Continuous Delivery and Integration from the start. You can even do the DevOps yourself, so why wait with building the next big thing when you can do it now?
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